Congratulations to our scholarship winners and thank you to our generous donors.
Welcome From Dr. Thomas P. Dolan, Interim President

Thank you for joining the College on this night, one that should remind all of us of the true and ultimate purpose of Nassau Community College. Tonight we honor individuals who represent the highest levels of achievement among our very talented students. These are the brightest stars among the many that we point to with pride and admiration. But, they shine tonight, to remind each of us this evening of the confidence that we have in our students to do all that we honor them for here at this event. We do so with all of the confidence that we can collect, knowing that these achievements represent one point in time, placed between a history of previous attainment and a future of assured accolades. I am pleased to represent the college in thanking the staff, faculty and parents who stand behind our honorees, and in expressing appreciation for the Nassau Community College Foundation for hosting this special event.

Thank You From Joy DeDonato, Executive Director Of The Nassau Community College Foundation

It is our privilege to host the Presidents Awards Ceremony on behalf of our Interim President, Dr. Thomas P. Dolan. This ceremony is extremely special as it unites our accomplished students and our beneficent donors. One of the most rewarding components of the NCC Foundation is managing these relationships to cultivate more opportunities for our deserving students. We wish the scholarship recipients continued academic success, we thank the staff, faculty, the Academic Senate Scholarship and Student Aid Chairs, Kira Adel and Joann Seibert and their Committee for their leadership and we applaud the donors for their investment in our students. Thank you to our presenting supporter AT&T as well as Doherty Enterprises Inc, Forest Hills Financial Group, Fresh Start Properties, NEFCU and Rosenzweig Financial Services for supporting this event that celebrates components of the NCC Foundation is managing these relationships to cultivate more opportunities for our deserving students.

Thank You From Joy DeDonato, Executive Director Of The Nassau Community College Foundation

The Marion and Thomas Ryan Scholarship
Chana R. Goldenberg

CENTER FOR SERVICE LEARNING & VETERANS AFFAIRS
Meyer, Suzzo, English & Klein, PC.Veterans Scholarship
Joseph Bueno
Agustin Cabrera
Charles M. Guermeiri
Ryan Howell
Juan S. Lema

Veterans of NCC Scholarship
Nicole I. DiPaola

COLLEGE-WIDE
Artila Scholarship
Nycole S. Mayers

Barnes & Noble Scholarship
Denise A. Dublin
Mary A. Fidel
Carlyln M. Gaffey
Kristan T. Lorrant
Donnamarie Serio

Brithain Delille Perseverance Scholarship
Julina M. Dijektra
Wildine S. Guillaume

Cavallaro Scholarship in memory of Edward Solomon & James E. Crayne
Jacquelyn A. Sanger

Cavallaro Scholarship in Memory of Johanna Cavallaro
Chester E. Voge

Chester N. Barkan History Award
Jennifer A. Borzym

Christopher Racanela 9/11 Memorial Scholarship
Angelica Zaborowska

Joseph M. Gallo Italian Heritage Scholarship
Frances Nave

Dawn DiStefano Marketing Scholarship
Nicholas M. Soria

Dr. Martin Luther King Birthday Committee Scholarship
Sharisse V. McClure

Elia Orluva and Abraham Stolar Memorial Scholarship
Yolanda P. Lobban

Ernest Dell Aquila Memorial Scholarship
Alex J. Hall

Evelyn Lily Memorial Scholarship
Sharisse V. McClure

Florence Lane Memorial Scholarship
Jasmine Azeharie

Frances McGinity & Albert Cooke Memorial Scholarship
Yanille Hurtado

Jerry Godio Alvarez Garcia Memorial Scholarship
Kymi J. Andre

H.E. Lawless American Patriot Scholarship
Nicole I. DiPaola

Joshua Weissman-Goofdry Scholarship
Denise A. Dublin

Joyce Ingram Memorial Scholarship
Jinga Song

Louie Bokelman Memorial Scholarship
Alex J. Hall

Lt. Bill McDermott Memorial Scholarship
Michael E. Mienko

Michael “Scooter” Fenrich Scholarship
Alex J. Hall

Michael Gary Grimes Memorial Scholarship
Ami M. Boyadjian

Michael J. Gallo Italian Heritage Scholarship
Frances Nave

Nassau County J.F.K. Memorial Awards
Jasmine Azeharie
Jennifer A. Borzym
Juliana M. Dijektra
Nicole I. DiPaola
Randy Perez
Edwin Jon D. Rodriguez
Lauren Anne T. Strezenec
Angelica Zaborowska

NCCF Inc. Part Time Award
Meylin G. Amador
Christopher P. Benuin
Ami M. Boyadjian
Guia B. Casue
Huey A. Concha
Teresa M. DelBasso

Phyllis and Paul Kurland Scholarship
Jennifer A. Borzym

Richard M. Hoolerlin Scholarship
Clifford H. Noel

Susan Kozlitz / LGBT Scholarship
Dani E. Mason

ECONOMICS & FINANCE
Dr. Robert E. Herman Memorial Scholarship
Jennifer A. Borzym
Edwin Rodriguez

James A. Gallagher Memorial Scholarship
Kerry M. Dowling
Anthony J. Quagliata
Margarita Volchokova

NCC Academic Area Award
Robert E. Kelley
Edwin Rodriguez

Nehemiah H. Press Scholarship
John H. Arzomand
Nathaly J. Lezama
Anthony J. Quagliata
Edwin Rodriguez
Margarita Volchokova

Prof. Se Hyang Woo Memorial Scholarship
Edwin Rodriguez

ENGINEERING/PHYSICS/ TECHNOLOGY
Hank Wendel Engineering Alumni Scholarship
Christopher M. DeFranco

ACCOUNTING & BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

NCC Academic Area Award
Katy X. Cohen
Jennifer R. Esquerra

ALLIED HEALTH SCIENCES
A.H.S. Surgical Technology Scholarship
Cristina A. Bailey

Anand Foundation Scholarship in Radiological Technology
Jessica S. Campagna
Alexandra M. Hartmann

Excellence in Medical Microbiology
Elissa A. King

Lionheart
Stephanie Vaiiano

Manuel V. Sanchez Memorial Scholarship
Anthony J. Obidiano

Monica Ann Portella Scholarship
Stephanie Vaiiano

Metallurgical Scholarship
Monica Ann Portella Scholarship
Stephanie Vaiiano

NCC Academic Area Award
Samuel Aujourd
Amanda L. Herman
Stephen Kresic
Lauren E. Romanelli
Marco A. Santora

Jennifer L. Stump
Velina Y. Wilson

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

NCC Alumni Association Full-Time Scholarship
Gabriella Fernandez
Shainan N. Forrest
Chana R. Goldenberg

NCC Alumni Association Graduating Scholarship
Marc H. Braam
Juliana M. Dijektra
Eilene F. Paper

NCC Alumni Association Part-Time Scholarship
Hilda M. Franco
Scott P. Gerner

NCC Alumni Association Veteran’s Part-Time Continuing Student Scholarship
Nicole I. DiPaola

BIOLOGY
Barnes & Noble Biology 101 Scholarship
Yusel Z. Bernstein
Yesca M. Bonilla
Marie C. Fleury-Zaple
Marium Javed
Latitza T. Jones
Rena F. Kaufman

Justin M. Maselli
Adam C. Mar
Sean R. Miller
Christopher M. Montalbano
Noelle T. Piscano
Paul Shumal
Miriam Shatzman
Christopher B. Solis
Ingrid P. Vinnimillia

Excellence in Botany
Matthew R. Cavanaugh

CENTER FOR STUDENTS WITH DISABILITIES
Alisia Sieger Scholarship for Deaf Students
Derek P. DeAllie

Annual Anthony Migliore Jr. Scholarship
Rominegma Armand

Annual Rosario Davi & Vincent & Jackie Migliore Memorial Scholarship
Giselle Carpen

Joseph Adamo Jr. Rising Scholar Award
Lynette Wilson

Margolis/Schneyer Scholarship
Mariana G. Landaverde

Sandy and Leon Rosenblatt Scholarship
Chance R. Dennis
Giuseppina L. Ubaldini

Lauren E. Romanelli
Amanda L. Herman
Samuel Aujourd
NCC Academic Area Award
Monica Ann Portella Scholarship
Stephanie Vaiiano

Thank You From Joy DeDonato, Executive Director Of The Nassau Community College Foundation

It is our privilege to host the Presidents Awards Ceremony on behalf of our Interim President, Dr. Thomas P. Dolan. This ceremony is extremely special as it unites our accomplished students and our beneficent donors. One of the most rewarding components of the NCC Foundation is managing these relationships to cultivate more opportunities for our deserving students. We wish the scholarship recipients continued academic success, we thank the staff, faculty, the Academic Senate Scholarship and Student Aid Chairs, Kira Adel and Joann Seibert and their Committee for their leadership and we applaud the donors for their investment in our students. Thank you to our presenting supporter AT&T as well as Doherty Enterprises Inc, Forest Hills Financial Group, Fresh Start Properties, NEFCU and Rosenzweig Financial Services for supporting this event that celebrates components of the NCC Foundation is managing these relationships to cultivate more opportunities for our deserving students.